
Movian - Bug #3279
.vtt and .webvtt won't load
03/01/2017 11:46 PM - Rob Koni

Status: Fixed Start date: 03/01/2017
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.2
Found in version: 5.0.500 Platform: Linux
Description

WebVTT might be already in FFMEG / Libav so I hope it can be implemented.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebVTT

https://w3c.github.io/webvtt/

https://www.ffmpeg.org/doxygen/2.4/libavcodec_2webvttdec_8c_source.html

Associated revisions
Revision 9cf30493 - 03/20/2018 02:42 AM - Leonid Protasov

added *.vtt and *.webvtt subtitles support, fixes #3279:   subtitles.c

History
#1 - 01/02/2018 06:08 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

It's already supported. Try my fmovies plugin. The only format the site uses is WebVTT subs.

#2 - 01/02/2018 10:23 PM - Rob Koni
- File AT_2070077.vtt added

Leonid Protasov wrote:

It's already supported. Try my fmovies plugin. The only format the site uses is WebVTT subs.

No it's not see attached file.

Original URL:

tt888.omroep.nl/tt888/AT_2070077

#3 - 01/03/2018 12:54 AM - Rob Koni
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebVTT
https://w3c.github.io/webvtt/
https://www.ffmpeg.org/doxygen/2.4/libavcodec_2webvttdec_8c_source.html


Subtitles with .vtt placed in central folders are NOT detected by Movian. Only .SRT

I had to convert first to .SRT and send it via FTP.

This issue is related to #3265 so you have to download WebVTT first (without extension), then convert it to SRT, then send via FTP.

Proper steps would be that you just can send it via webui, content type is probed (as it indicated WEBVTT on top) so the conversion to SRT is not
needed anymore.

https://i.imgur.com/PVUjzfJ.jpg

#4 - 01/03/2018 01:00 AM - Leonid Protasov
- % Done changed from 100 to 0

#5 - 01/03/2018 01:01 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from Normal to High
- Target version set to 5.2

#6 - 01/30/2018 07:12 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Tracker changed from Feature to Bug
- Subject changed from WebVTT subtitle format to .vtt and .webvtt won't load
- Found in version set to 5.0.500
- Platform set to Linux

#7 - 01/30/2018 07:12 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from High to Normal

#8 - 01/30/2018 10:17 PM - Rob Koni

Seems fixed, detects .VTT subtitle files now (and quite possibly .webvtt also).

https://i.imgur.com/yDNuwYN.jpg

Files
AT_2070077.vtt 67.5 KB 01/02/2018 Rob Koni
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